HOUR

NAME

Criteria

Information

Impact

3 Points Accomplished

2 Points
Developing

Point Beginning

Contains significant &
accurate information;
defined illness,
described causes &
prevention

Most of the
information is relevant
& accurate; missing
one of the required
components

Lacking relevant
information, several errors
in accuracy, missing two or
more of the required
components

Communicates
Effectively
message; generally
communicates all
necessary information; understandable &
holds reader's
understandable &
attention most of the
interesting, holds
time
reader's attention

=

Fails to communicate
necessary information;
difficult to understand &
fails to hold readers
attention

Utilized at least 3
sources, properly
cited

Utilized at least 2
sources, mostly cited
correctly

Utilized only I source,
sources not cited or cited
incorrectly

Clear organization,
logical order

Fairly clear
organization, has a
sense of coherence

Appears cluttered or
disorganized, seems like a
random collection of
information

Graphics are skillfijlly
done & add greatly to
the clarity & visual
impact

Graphics are dear &
neatly done & add to
overall quality

Graphics are missing,
sloppily done, or unclear &
detract from the overall
quality

No major errors and
minor errors do not
interfere with the
message; one-sided
& x Ii' page

A few major errors &
other errors do not
interfere significantly
with message; onesided 87 x It' page

Errors are numerous &
make the fact sheet
difficult to understand;
utilized incorrect sized
paper

Partners worked well
together, all gave
input & contributed
to project, stayed on
task when given time
to work

Partners worked well
together, most gave
input & contributed to
project, usually stayed
on task when given
time to work

Partners had difficulty
working together, limited
amount of input &
contribution to project,
unable to stay on task
when given time to work

References

Design

Graphics:
pictures,
drawings,

diagrams, graphs,
etc.

Mechani

cs

Format: spelling,

grammar,
punctuation

Cooperation

Total points

13 0 points

